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In his paper “Metric spaces, Generalized Logic, and Closed Categories”, [5], 
F.W. Lawvere observed that the poset of positive reals m+ was a closed category 
with addition as tensor product and truncated subtraction as Horn. Then, IF?+- 
categories are ‘generalized’ metric spaces and lR+-functors are Lipschitz functions 
with Lipschitz constant s 1. Lawvere proceeded to deduce various properties about 
metric spaces as special cases of results about closed categories, with the major 
result being a proof of the existence of extensions of Lipschitz functions as a special 
case of Kan extensions. 
In this paper, we shall consider the closed category lR= [-a~, 031 with Horn being 
subtraction. We shall try to see to what extent theorems about real valued functions 
under the operations +, -, inf and sup hold in more general closed categories. 
What are the key properties of IR as a closed category? The partial answer we pre- 
sent is that the objects of IR are rigid, i.e. a*@b= [o, b] and @*)*=a with u*= [a,01 
with 0 being the unit for 0. If we consider a complete symmetric monoidal closed 
category Y and V-profunctors, whose values are rigid objects of V, then we obtain 
generalized ‘sup-inf’ theorems, among them a duality theorem for Day’s convolu- 
tion [2,3]. These show, in particular, that certain formulas in convex analysis, such 
as the duality between infimal convolution and Fenchel conjugation and part of 
Fenchel’s duality theorem [8], may be viewed as special cases of more general results 
about closed categories. (The rigidity assumptions can often be replaced by the 
weaker notion of compactness.) 
In Section 1, we record some properties of rigidity. Many of these results appear 
in [7] and related formulas and concepts are considered in [l]. We also look at the 
special case of partially ordered closed categories, from which our main examples 
are taken. In Section 2, we see what rigidity means for V-categories, arriving at 
structures such as partially ordered abelian groups and normed abelian groups. 
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These notions await further development, however we show that Lawvere’s result in 
[5] about Kan extensions can be generalized to yield that Kan extensions of norms 
on normed abelian groups are again norms. In Section 3, we present some results 
indicating how with rigid (compact) valued Y-profunctors, we can do computations 
with ends and coends analogous to numerical computations with sups and infs. We 
show that the notion of inner product can be put into this context and certain opera- 
tions (such as Fenchel conjugation) and results from convex analysis [El] are special 
instances of the definitions and results from this section. 
Finally in Section 4, we look at Day’s convolution structure on V’, where d is a 
Y-closed Iv-category. We consider Y -functors d + Y with rigid (compact) values 
and obtain a duality between convolution and @ *. 
As a special case, we obtain the duality of infimal convolution and Fenchel con- 
jugation in convex analysis. 
I would like to thank F.W. Lawvere for many insightful and helpful conversa- 
tions regarding this work. 
1. Rigidity in closed categories 
Let Y be a symmetric monoidal closed category ([ , ] denotes internal horn). 
Definition 1.1. An object A of V’ is rigid iff 
(1) A*@B=[A,B] for all BE % 
(2) (A*)*=A (where A*= [A,I] and I is the unit for 6). 
A is compact iff it satisfies (1). 
Definition 1.2. Y is called rigidly closed iff every object is rigid. 
Remarks. The notion of rigidity first appears in [7]. In the additive case, it is a 
finiteness condition on the objects. For related ideas, also see [l]. 
Examples. 1) If Y = vector spaces over a field k, the rigid objects are precisely the 
finite dimensional vector spaces. 
2) If W= iR+, the only rigid object is 0, since a*= 0 for al1 a. 
3) Let v’= [-Q), C=J] = K? with morphisms 1. Let addition be the tensor product 
and subtraction be Horn. In order to obtain the adjunction between + and - , we 
define a+(-oo)= 43, [Q), Q)] =--0~ and [-a, --oD] = -w. We obtain a closed 
category and every finite real is rigid since (-a) + & = b - a and -(-a) = a. 
4) There are related examples of quantitative closed categories of functions, such 
as the category of upper semicontinuous functions X+ [-03, Q)], where X E m”. Here 
f @g = f + g and [f, g] = (g - f)^ where for any function h, h*(x) = lim SUP~-.~ h(y) is 
the upper semicontinuous regularization of h. J. Reichman is investigating this and 
other examples uch as superharmonic functions, as potential real numbers objects 
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in topoi. Let x =usc (upper semicontinuous functions). (We could equivalently 
consider 5 =Isc (lower semicontinuous functions). Every object is not rigid. We 
have the following. (In USC, the morphisms are L, in Isc they are I). 
Proposition. f E 5 is rigid iff f is continuous. 
Proof. Recall that h- means the upper semicontinuous regularization of h. Let h, 
denote the lower semicontinuous regularization defined by h,(x) = lim inf,._,V h(y). 
Let f be continuous and gc p. 
If, g](x) = (g - f)-(x) = liy?.v[g(y) - f(y)1 
5 1iy-v g(y) + liys,up( -f(y)) 
=g(x)-lim_kff(y) 
= g(x) - f(x)* 
So, (g-f)*Ig+(-f). But g-fs(g-f)- by definition of ()-. Since f is con- 
tinuous, f*=(-f)^=-f. So, (f*)*=f. 
Suppose f is rigid. Then, [f, g] = (g-f )^ for all g E K Let g = f. Then, 
(f-f )^(x) = 0 = f + (-f Y(x) 
=f(x) + li~~~p[-f(y)1 
= f(x) - liy$f[f( y)l. 
So, lim inf,,,, f(y) = f(x) for all x and hence f is also lower semicontinuous and 
hence continuous. q 
As we shall see in Proposition 2.2, any partially ordered rigidly closed category is 
a partially ordered abelian group. 
5) A function u : IF?‘- [-a, m] is superharmonic if (1) u is lsc, (2) u > -=, (3) u is 
not identically +a, (4) u(x)1 o-t iaB(&& ud.s where o is a constant for surface area 
of the ball B(x, s) and ds is the usual surface measure. 
J. Reichman has observed that Y=superharmonic is closed with @ = + and 
[f,g] = inf {h 1 h superharmonic and gl f + h}. It is my conjecture that the rigid 
objects are exactly the harmonic functions. 
6) The partially ordered set of convex functions X+ r-m, a~], where Xz; IF?, is a 
complete lattice [8, p. 381 and is a closed category as follows. If f is any function, 
conv(f), the convex hull off, is the largest convex function majorized by f, and 
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We have for convexf,g,h that f +glh iff f sconv(h-g). 
So, with [g, h] = conv(h -g), we obtain a closed category, denoted Conv. 
Proposition. f E Conv is rigid iff f is an affine function. 
Proof. Mimic previous proposition and conclude that every rigid function must 
also be concave and hence affine. 0 
7) If V’ is Cartesian closed, the only rigid object is the terminal object. 
8) Let Y’= .‘?‘a be the category of sets and relations. Then, .Y’a is complete and 
rigidly closed with A @E = [A, B] = A x B. 
9) For numerous examples from algebraic geometry, see [7, Ch. 61. 
Rigidity will be discussed further in Section 2 in the context of V-categories. 
V’ will always denote a complete symmetric monoidal closed category. I will 
denote the unit for 0. 
Lemma 1.3. If A and B are rigid objects of x then 
(1) (A@B)*=A*@B*, 
(2) [A,Bl*= [&Al. 
Proof. (1) A*@B*=[A,B*]=[A,[B,Z]]=[A@B,Z]=(A@B)*. 
(2) [[A,B],Z]=[A*@B,Z]=[B,[A*,Z]J=[B,A**]=[B,A]. 0 
Note that (1) holds if A and B are compact. 
Proposition 1.4. Zf A and B are compact objects of < so is A @B. 
Proof. Let CE % Then, 
[A@B,C]=[A,[B,C]]=[A,B*@C]=A*@B*@C 
=(A@B)*@C (by Lemma 1.3). 0 
Lemma 1.5. Let A and B be compact and C and D be arbitrary objects of % Then, 
[AOB,C~Dl=IA,ClO[B,Dl. 
Proof. 
[A@B,C@D]=(A@B)*@COD=A*@B*@C@D 
=A*@C@B*@D=[A,C]@[B,DJ. 0 
Lemma 1.6. Let A be compact and C and D arbitrary objects of % Then, 
[A, CODI =D@M Cl. 
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Proof. Let B=Iin Lemma 1.5. q 
Definition 1.7. An object A of Y is exact iff A@ - : v’+ Y has a left adjoint. 
Lemma 1.8. If A is rigid and A* is compact, then A is exact. 
Proof. For any B, C in Y: we have natural bijections from 
A*@B--rC to B-*[A*,C] to 
B+(A*)*@C to B+A@C. 0 
If A and B are rigid, it is not clear that A@B is reflexive, and so we can not 
conclude that the rigid objects form a closed category. We could adopt the follow- 
ing definition. 
Definition 1.9. An object A of Y is strongly rigid iff 
[A,B]=A*@B and [A*,B]=A@B for allBE Y. 
M. Barr, who suggested the above definition, has pointed out that in all of our 
examples, the rigid objects are strongly rigid and it follows that the strongly rigid 
objects form a rigidly closed subcategory of % 
Proposition 1.10. Zf A and B are strongly rigid objects of K then A@ B is reflexive 
(and hence again strongly rigid). 
Proof. If CE K 
[A*@B*,C]=[A*,[B*,C]=[A*,B@C]=(A@B)@C. •i 
Proposition 1.11. The strongly rigid objects of -t/form a rigidly closed subcategory 
of YI 
(Note Lemma 1.8 holds if A is strongly rigid). 
There may be some examples of interest where the rigid objects fail to be strongly 
rigid. In what follows, I shall try to indicate where the assumption of strong rigidity 
could simplify our hypotheses. 
A related (more restrictive) notion is that of an invertible or Picard object. 
Definition 1.12. An object A of Y is a Picard object if the evaluation map 
A*@A=il is an isomorphism. 
We get a closed subcategory “epic of Picard objects. If we take the isomorphism 
classes of objects of 9; we get the Picard group of % Every Picard object will be 
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rigid. In the additive case, they can be thought of as the locally one-dimensional 
objects, e.g. the Picard objects in the closed category of vector bundles over a space 
are the line bundles. Note that in IF?= [-03,031, every finite object is Picard. 
If we consider partially ordered closed categories, i.e. posets with a closed 
structure, then we can obtain the following information about the rigid objects. 
Proposition 1.13. Let g be a partially ordered closed category. Then, the rigid 
objects of “Y are precisely the Picard objects (i.e. the Picard group of V, Pic( V)). 
Proof. Let L be the ordering on Y’ and let A be rigid. Then, Zr [A, A] = A*@A. 
But, by evaluation A*@AzZ. Hence, A*@A =I. 0 
Proposition 1.14. Let r and w be partially ordered closed categories, and let 
V$ W be a strictly closed functor. Then @(Pic( F’)) E Pic( w). 
Proof. Let A E Pic( Y ). Since @ is strictly closed I, = @(I,) = @(ABA*) = 
@(A)O#(A*). 
It follows that, @(A*)= (@(A))* in W, since applying adjunctions to the identity 
map @(A)@@(A*)+#(A)@@(A*) we obtain 
9(A)OW*) =@(A)O@(A*), 
@(A *) = [@(A), @(A )O @(A *)I, 
W*)~MJW,ZSI, 
@(A *I 1 (#(A )I*. 
Thus, I, = @(A)@@(A*) r @(A)@(@(A))*rZ, . Thus, @(A) E Pic( I ). q 
Corollary 1.15. (a) Let V=usc (or kc). Any order-preserving operation Yz Y 
with @(f _t: g) = @(f) + o(g) for all f, g E Y must send continuous functions to con- 
tinuous functions. 
(b) Let Y = conv. Any order-preserving Yz V with @(f + g) = Q(f) + O(g) for all 
f,g E Y must send affine functions to affine functions. 
2. Rigidly Y’-closed V-categories 
The notion of rigidity can be extended to the realm of V’-categories, where 7/ is a 
fixed closed category. 
Definition 2.1. Let d be a V-category. d is rigidly V-closed if there are Y’-functors 
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such that for all a, b, c in d, &(a@& 6, c) = d(a, [b, &) and with the closed structure 
from & and [ , ].d, d is rigidly closed (Definition 1.2). 
(We shall assume & is symmetric.) 
Examples. 1) If Y = vector spaces over a field k, then d = ?fd = finite dimensional 
vector spaces over k, is rigidly P -closed. 
2) Other examples are categories of finitely generated projective modules over a 
commutative ring K and finite dimensional representations of an algebraic group G. 
For these and other examples related to algebraic geometry, see [7]. 
The following two examples are observations of F.W. Lawvere. 
3) Let Y’ = 2 = {true, false}. In 2, @ is conjunction A; internal horn is implication 
= . The morphisms are logical entailment. See [5] for details. As shown there, a 2- 
category is a partially ordered set. Let d be a rigidly closed poset and denote @,, by 
+ and HomJb, c) by c - b. 
Since + and - are 2-functors (i.e. order preserving) we have for a, 6, a’, 6’ in d 
that 
(1) ala’,bIb’impliesa+b~a’+b’, 
(2) a’sqblb’implies b-alb’-a’. 
The adjointness of + and - gives a + b L c, iff a 2 c - b and rigidity gives (-a) + b = 
b-a and -(-a) = a. Let 0 denote the unit object for +. 
Proposition 2.2. If I is rjgidly 2-closed 2-category, then d is a partially ordered 
abelian group. 
Proof. a+(-a)rO iff a2-(--a)=~. Conversely, a+Ora iff Oza-a iff 
Oza+ (-a). So, a + (-a) = 0. Thus, we have an abelian group. (1) and (2) above 
express the relationship of + and - with L. Cl 
4) Let Y= lR+ = [0,03]. An R+-category is a (generalized) metric space. Again, 
see [5]. 
Let d be rigidly R+-closed. Again, denote al&q by al+a2 and [al,azld by 
q-al. Let d be the metric on d. Since &, [ , Id are R+-functors, they must be 
distance decreasing. So, we have: 
(1) d(a + 6, a’ + b’) I d(a, a’) + d(b, b’), 
(2) d(b - a, b’- a’) 5 d(a’, a) + d(b, b’). 
If -a = [a, Old by rigidity b -a = (-a) + b and -(-a) = a. 
Proposition 2.3. If d is a Frechet metric space (i.e. Va, b d(a, b) = O= a = b and 
d(a, b) = d(b, a)) then if d is rigidly R +-closed, it is a norrned abelian group. 
Proof. d(a+(-a),O)=d(a, -(-a))=d(a,a)=O. So, a+(-a)=O, and we have a 
group. Let /lull = d(O,a). By (1) ~]cI+ b/I I lloil + jlbll . By the symmetry of d, it 
follows that 1 -a 1 = II a 11. 0 
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Thus, partially ordered abelian groups and normed abelian groups arise in the 
context of rigidly 7/-closed “Y-categories. Many of Lawvere’s results in [S] can be 
looked at in this new context. We consider the case of Kan extensions of Y’-functors. 
In [5], Lawvere shows that if d and 9 are V-categories and dL 93 is a V- 
functor, then the functor ‘composition with f ‘, 
Ff y”- yd’ 
has left and right adjoints. If ge @, the left adjoint f.,(g) is given by 
&(g)(@ = 
s 
Pg(a)O g(f(4, b) 
and the right adjoint 
If f is -V-full and faithful, these adjoints are actually extensions. 
If & and 9 are rigidly V-closed a Y’-functor dL ~9 is closed if f(a,)&, f(a+ 
f(ai&q) and O,d+f(Qd) (where the O’s are the units for the tensors). 
Proposition 2.4. Let d and .@ be V-closed Y-categories and suppose d L 3 is a 
closed Y’-functor. If dg. Y is a closed V-functor, then 
(1) L,(g) is a closed 9’-functor 5i’ + Y. 
(2) If R,(g) has exact objects in P- as values, then Rf(g) is a closed Y-functor 
o+^y 
(3) if f(0.J = O.#, and g(QJ = Z, then R,(O,) = L,(O,#) = I. 
Proof. Let bl,bzEB. 
LAg)(b&BLfW(b3= ‘g(a)@Wf(nXbN9 u’g(a’)@.%f(a’),b2) 
s s 
(I 
ss 
a’ 
= g(a)Og(a’)O g(f(aX bX9 B(f(a’), b2) 
since g is closed: 
’ 
-s s 
U’g(a69a’)@ %f(a),bA@ g(f(a’), b2) 
since oJ is a “Y-functor: 
’ 
-1 s 
~‘g(aC%0@ Nf(a)C% f(a’),b10# 62) 
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(2) follows similarly and we need that R,(g) has exact values in order to have 
tensoring commute with the ends in the calculation. 
(3) is straightforward. q 
Corollary 2.5. Let d and g be normed abelian groups and let dL D be an 
isometric, 1-1 group homomorphism. Then the norm on d can be extended to B 
and there is a largest and smallest extension given by 
Ilbl L=i;f(laW,,+ lb-f(4l.A 
I]b\R=s;P (I&- Ib-&a%). 
Proof. Let g(a) = Ual.d in Proposition 2.4. •i 
These extension formulas for norms play a crucial role in the approach to inter- 
polation theory initiated by Peetre in his theory of K- and J-spaces. See [6] for these 
formulas in the context of coupled normed abelian groups (or Banach spaces). 
Observation of these norms as Kan extensions might help clarify their role. 
We can also make the following observation. Let PoG denote the category of 
partially ordered abelian groups and let P V denote the category of partially ordered 
closed categories with strictly closed functors as morphisms. 
Proposition 2.6. PoG is a coreflective subcategory of PV with the right adjoint to 
the inclusion being the Picard group functor. 
Proof. Combine Proposition 2.2. with Proposition 1.11. Note that PoG is equi- 
valent to the rigidly closed categories in P’e. 0 
In Section 4, we shall use the fact that rigidly R+-closed R+-categories are normed 
abelian groups in our work with Day’s convolution formulas. 
3. Rigid profunctors, conjugation and some end-coend dualities 
If f and g are real valued functions on some space &, then one is used to the 
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following type of formula relating inf and sup: 
- s;p (f(a) - g(4) = i;f (g(a) - f(4). 
Since R+ and iR are closed categories, and sup and inf are special instances of ends 
and coends, one can ask to what extent can computations with ends and coends be 
done as if they were sups and infs? What property about IR = [-co, 001 allows us to 
carry out these calculations? Disregarding &CO, R is a group and as we saw in Pro- 
position 2.2, it is rigidly closed. This categorical fact turns out to be the key. If we 
require that our V-profunctors have rigid (compact) objects of 7/ as values, then 
many general computations can be carried out, which otherwise could not. 
For basics on Y-profunctors (bimodules), the reader is referred to [5]. 
Definition 3.1. Let d and g be Y-categories. A Y-profunctor a: .z!++ 9 is rigid 
(compact, exact) iff a@, a) is a rigid (compact, exact) object of Y for all a EJY’, b E 53. 
We shall look at some constructions involving profunctors in light of this defini- 
tion. 
Let .G!, 9, V be V-categories. We have the following (see [5]), given: 
97 
(a, @Y@, 4 = s Mh 4, @(c, 41 a 
and 
are solutions to universal problems as the ‘best completions’ of the following dia- 
grams 
.68 33 
respectively, i.e. aa w*@, w-(a, @)“, respectively a0 w-9, a*(y, @)I are natural 
l-l bijections of morphisms of profunctors. 
We shall call (a, $I),” the ‘&conjugate of a’ for the following reason. 
Example. Let 33’ = ll?” as a metric space (normed abelian group). Then, we can view 
the inner product on 33 in the context of profunctors. 
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Let 9A={x~3 1 /lx/l IA} w h ere L is a real number. Consider the lR+-category 
MA whose metric d* for x, y E JA is given by di(x, y) = Al/x- y 11. Then, we have the 
following equation, viewing everything as ll?-categories (17? =[-co, co]). Let ( , ) 
denote the inner product. Let x, _Y, y’~ .S?A. 
(Y’,x)-(Y,x)=(Y’-Y,x)s/~Y’-Y~~ /Ix/I ~~IIY’-Y/I =dk(y’,y). 
This shows that @(x, y)=(x, y) is a IR-profunctor MA A MA. Notice that 
essentially we can take the inner product on the unit ball, the rest being a resealing 
of norms. When we view the inner product as a profunctor, it will be.understood to 
be in the appropriate bounded context. This provides us with a possible categorical 
way of looking at the concept of Hilbert space and the author plans on investigating 
this further. 
f 
Let d be a A-ball in IT?” and let d- IR be a (generalized) Lipschitz function. 
This can be viewed as an iR-profunctor d-l-+ 1. If z’-%.d is the inner product, 
then (ft @) “(a’) = sup0 ((a’, a) -f(a)). If f is convex, this is the Fenchel conjugate of 
fin the theory of convex analysis [8, p. 1051 and is the most important operation on 
convex functions. 
The inequality f(a) + (1, Cp)‘(~‘)z (a,~‘) for all a, a’, which Rockafellar calls a 
‘best’ inequality is merely the adjunction on the bottom of page 50. 
If we assume that &a and w are rigid profunctors, then we obtain various 
formulas relating profunctor operations with respect o dualizing in ~1 
For any profunctor &--% 9, let CX*:&‘A~ be defined by a*(a,b)= [cr(b,a)]* 
(i.e. the dual in %) Recall the definition of bimodule composition: (IJO @(~,a) = 
Sb w(c, b)O o(b, 4. 
Lemma 3.2. If Y is a closed category and I is a set with Ai and Bi rigid objects of Y’ 
for all i E Z, then there is a canonical map ji [Bi, Ai] +( ji [A iv Bi])*. If every object in 
Y is reflexive, the above is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Let A = ji [Ai, Bi]. Dualizing the maps A*[Aie Bi] we get maps 
[Ai, Bi] *+A*, which by Lemma 1.3 gives us maps [Bi,Ai]+A*. Thus, our map 
ii [Bi,Ai]+A*. T he observation about reflexivity is straightforward. Cl 
Proposition 3.3. If #, a, I// and @ * are rigid Vprofunctors, then the following hold: 
(1) (a,@)“=($*,~*),. 
(2) There is a canonical map a0 @**((a, @)$)*. It is an isomorphism if every 
object in Y is reflexive. 
(3) (u/‘cf)*=(y/,a*).d. 
Proof. (1) 
(a, @Yk 6) = J Mb, a), @k 41 a 
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= s (MA d)*O f#dc, 4 a 
= s [@Cc, a)*, a@9 a)*1 I2 
(2) 
=(@*,a*)&,@. 
(ao@*)(b,c)= oa(b,aN3~*(ac) s = uae4a)@Cb(c,a)* s = s ’ MC, 4, a(& 41 
-3 > 
* 
ta@, 4, @k 41 by Lemma 3.2. 
0 
(3) 
[S 
b 
W a)*@, 4 = wk @ C3 a@, 4.I 1 
= s b [ly(c, M3~(~, a),0 
E s W,b)*@a(h4* b 
= s I V(G b), a(& 4 *I b 
= s b [w(c, bh a*@, @I
= (fy, a*),‘@, c). Cl 
Note that (1) and (2) require rigidity but (3) holds under the assumption that a, w 
are compact V-profunctors. We could also replace @ and @* rigid by @ strongly 
rigid. 
Examples. If d is a metric space, 69 = Ep = 1, the trivial metric space and a = f, 
@ = g are [-00, co]-valued Lipschitz functions, then (2) expresses the numerical 
duality -(supAf(a) -g(a)) = infAg -f(a)). 
If aP = 1 = V and g is a metric space with a = f, w = h being [-a, ml-valued 
Lipschitz functions, then (3) says -[infb(f(b) + h(b)] = supb(-f(b) -h(b)). 
Let Y= USC. Then if we let Bi = 0 for all I’ and Ai = fi be continuous in Lemma 3.2, 
we obtain the formula inf,(h) = -[supi(-~) where ( )- denotes the upper semi- 
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continuous regularization. This does not hold for an arbitrary collection of upper- 
semicontinuous functions. The continuous functions (rigid objects) are exactly the 
ones for which we do not need the operation ( )-. 
Let Y= conv, let Bi = 0 for all i and let Ai = fi be affine functions. The ‘infimum’ 
in Y is given by conv(infi(fi)) for an I-indexed family. Now, Lemma 3.2 reads 
supi =conv(-conv(infi(-fi))) for the affine functions fi. Analogous remarks 
apply as above regarding this formula for arbitrary convex functions. 
Proposition 3.3 expresses uch limit commuting properties on the profunctor 
level. They indicate the extent to which quantitative categories uch as USC and conv 
behave like the real numbers (of interest regarding topoi) and show the role rigidity 
plays in these end-coend (sup-inf) calculations. Of course, the formulas apply 
equally well for arbitrary V, not just partially ordered ones. For instance, the 
*-autonomous categories of Barr [I] would be of possible interest. In these 
categories, every object is reflexive, so (2) in Proposition 3.3 would be an iso- 
morphism. 
The formulas are also of interest in convex analysis. Since the Fenchel conjuga- 
tion of a convex function is convex, by dualizing we obtain concave functions. So, 
from Proposition 3.2(2) we can conclude that infdf(a) - (a, a’)) is always concave 
for f convex. Let us return to our picture 
If Q is reflexive and a* is compact (or a is strongly rigid), then given I#J 0a*+ w, we 
can canonically construct a profunctor morphism @+wo a, namely we have the 
natural bijection @ 0 a*+ ty, p (a*, y~)~. 
We also have a canonical morphism (a*, &, -, w 0 a, since for a od, b E 9, c E F, 
[a*(a bh v/k @I = a@, NC3 v(c, b) = W, b) 0 a@, @. 
Hence jb [a*@, b), y(c, b)]+ jb y/(c, b)@a(q b), i.e. 
(a*, ~&~(c,a)*(~oa)(c,a) for all c,a. 
Note, we used that a* is compact, and (a*)* = a. 
In cases where there is a map in the other direction, we obtain that composition 
with a has a left adjoint - 0 a*. For example, this occurs for the following picture 
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where f and g are r’-functors. If g is reflexive and g* is compact then - og has - ~g* 
as its left adjoint. If d is a L-ball in IR” and @ is the inner product, then for a 
concave function g, we have (@ og*)(a’) = inf,((a’, a) -g(a)). This is the Fenchel con- 
jugate of a concave function (notice the duality with the Fenchel conjugate of a 
convex function is that of left and right adjoints to profunctor composition). 
From adjointness, given f,g and Q P -profunctors we have canonical morphisms 
(f,@)“o f-9 and @+(@og*)~g. (The second morphism always exists given pre- 
vious assumptions on g, see above.) 
So, for every a’, (I EB’, we have a canonical map in Y; 
Theorem 3.4. Let sP& 1, d-k 1, and A?‘-% d be Y-profunctors, where d is a 
V-category. Suppose (f, 4)” is compact and g is rigid and g+ is compact. Then, there 
is a canonical morphism of w‘-profunctors f 0 g*+ ((f, $J),$ $10 g*),,. 
Proof. Let a’,acd. We have noted the existence of a map 
(f,@)W)@f(4+g(a)O(@~g*)(a’). 
We have the following natural bijections 
(f,@)%W3f(4+g(a)O(@~g*)(~‘)~ 
f(W-+Kf99)“(0,g(W3(@~g*)(~‘)19 
by Lemma 1.6: 
f(Wg(~)OKf,~)~%‘),(~~g*)(~‘)l, 
by Lemma 1.8: 
f(a)Og*(a)+ t(f, @)%O (@ 0 g*W)l, 
Taking a coend on the left and an end on the right, we get a map 
s 
af(a)@g*(a)’ 
s 
[(f, @) “‘(a’), (Q, 0 s*>W)l 
L1 
i.e. a map fog*+ [(f, f$Y, f$ og*] J’ of r’-profunctors. Cl 
In case d is a metric space and we take f,g to be real Lipschitz functions, we 
obtain 
i;f (f(a) -g(a)) 2 s;P ((@J 0 g*)W - (f, Cp) ?a’)). 
If f is convex and g is concave and @ is the inner product, then this is half of the 
equality in Fenchel’s duality theorem [8, p. 1341, since (f, @) 7’ is the Fenchel con- 
jugate off and @og* is the Fenchel conjugate of g as remarked earlier. As of this 
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writing, I can not see how to obtain the opposite inequality by these methods, 
however I believe it may follow by looking at Y = conv and utilizing the fact that the 
rigid objects (affine functions) are adequate in r. Of course, the deep part of 
Fenchel’s duality, the fact that the sup is attained, seems a particularity of convex 
function theory, however to one cognizant of category theory, the preceding results 
should clarify the constructions and intuition behind many of the formulas in [8]. 
4. A duality for Day’s convolution 
In this section, we present a duality theorem for Day’s operation of convolution 
of V-functors to further illustrate how results about real valued functions (and 
inner products) can be generalized to the context of closed categories. 
Let d be a Y-closed V-category, i.e. we have V’-functors 
with 
for al,a2,a3~d. We shall assume & is symmetric and assume all necessary co- 
herence. 
ml could be rigidly Y-closed as in Section 2. Following the work of Day [2,3], the 
V-category V” of Y-functors d-c Y is a closed category with the closed structure 
given by a convolution operation. 
If f, g E V, then (f *g)(c) = j’f(b)@, g([b, c],~), adjoint operation to convolution 
is given by hom(f,g)(c) = 5, If(b),g(bf&c)] (for a, 6, cud). The adjunction is 
Vd(f *g, h)= %““(f, horn& h)) for f,g, h E V’, where we recall that r”‘(f,g) = 
j, [f(a), &)I, see PI. 
Example. If d is a normed abelian group and f and g are II? = [-a~, w]-valued 
Lipschitz functions on &, then (f+g)(c) = infb(f(b) +g(c- b)), which will again be 
Lipschitz. This is the infimal convolution off and g and is an important operation 
in convex analysis [8, p. 341. The duality between infimal convolution and Fenchel 
conjugacy [8, p. 1451 will be a special case of the duality we develop between Day’s 
convolution and By with respect o profunctor composition. 
Given a profunctor z’-% 9 between V-categories d and 9?, if we fix be 9, 
then @(b, -):d* Y is a V-functor. We record the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. (f, @Y(b) = U-‘((f,@(b, -)). 
Proof. (f, @Y(b) = I4 IfGO, @lb, @I= ~‘(L @(h -I>. q 
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Let su’ be a V-closed Y’-category and let z/&5? be a profunctor such that for 
each b E 3?, @(b, a,@& a*) = @(b, o,)@~ ~(6, al). We will say 0 is slrictly closed on d. 
(63 is a V-category.) 
Theorem 4.2 (duality for convolution). Let f, g :d + 1 be compact Y-pprofunctors. 
Let d--% D be a Y-profunctor strictly closed on d. If bE.2 such that 
@(b, -) :&‘-I+ 1 is exact and (g, q3) d(b) is an exact object of 3: then 
(f *g, G),‘(b) = (f, 9) “(b)O, (8, @Y(b). 
Proof. (f *g, @),“‘(b)= V/( f *g, @(b, -)) by Lemma 4.1. Using Day’s adjointness for 
convolution, we have that Vd(f +g, @(b, -)) = Y “(f, hom(g, @(b, -)). 
Now, 
z ss [f (4, [g(c), @(b, ~6% c)ll (I c 
z ss [f(a), [g(c), @(b, 48 @(b, c)ll a e 
by Lemma 1.6: 
= [f(a), W, d 0 t k(c), o@, c)ll 
c 
s 
S[ s 
f(a), #(b, a) C3, k(c), W, 41 
(I c I 
by exactness of @(b, -): 
= [f(a), @(b, a)& s 
[g(c), @(b. 411 
c 
by Lemma 1.6: 
= [f(a), W, 410, s k(c), @(b, dl c > 
= 
s 
([f(a), @(b, 41 @I (g, @Mb)) 
ll 
by exactness of (g, @) ‘((6): 
= 
s 
If (a), @(b, 410, (g, #I.&) 
I7 
= CA @) WO, k 9) “‘@I. 
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Let d =9 be a I-ball in IR” and let 3/-% .;r’ be the inner product. It is strictly 
closed in d. If f and g are Lipschitz and [-a~, co]-valued, then recalling that (f, @).’ 
is the Fenchel conjugate off, we obtain the important duality of infimal convolu- 
tion and addition with respect to Fenchel conjugation (8, p. 1451 (where there are 
additional assumptions of convexity; most convex functions are Lipschitz). 
The realization of inner product on a normed abelian group as a strictly closed 
endoprofunctor on a rigidly V-closed V-category bears further study and one hopes 
that the work started by Lawvere on ‘quantitative’ closed categories will be able to 
clarify formulas from analysis, and this paper represents a start in that direction. 
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